self publishing success stories you need to hear about - indie publishing lets authors achieve a much greater earning potential and allows them to write whatever they want finding niche audiences with their books this article introduces you to some of publishdrive's own self publishing success stories as well as famous writers who have really made it, 7 self publishing success stories you haven't heard bookfox - 7 self publishing success stories you haven't heard writing life 16 comments book 2 is coming soon i am now a self publishing and book marketing coach to both indie authors and traditionally published ones and a speaker at publishing and business conferences speaking about re invention perseverance creativity publishing marketing, indie author kristen james shares the secrets of her success - how i do it kristen james shares the secrets of her self publishing success in this interview on the alliance of independent authors blog successful indie author kristen james shares her secrets guess what she's a go getter i get the impression from reading this interview that she doesn't waste time on fear or procrastination, 10 famous indie authors who didn't think they would make - an instant best seller most indie authors will however attest to it that they were rejected many many times and that one of the greatest secrets to success is perseverance back in the day before the dawn of the internet self publishing was even harder and most authors were at the mercy of the whims of publishers, from self published to mainstream an indie success story - how self published author l penelope scored a book deal with st martin's press leslye penelope says she found refuge in writing as a child writing was always my way to make sense of the world i was an extremely shy child but i had this creative outlet where i could really run wild the, from rags to riches an indie author success story - it's important to remember that any success one author has is good for us all the more great books people read the more they will want to read and that is exciting for everyone in the industry we're telling our story now in hopes that it inspires others it would have been so easy to give up when things seemed hopeless, indie author success stories by michael gallagher are you ready to see your books stand out from the crowd learn how indie authors navigate the shifting waters of merciless markets and discover the way to hook readers with unique approaches to storytelling, the myth of the indie game success story needs to stop and - the developer probably most ubiquitously associated with the indie game success story is markus notch persson one of the founders of indie game company mojang the studio behind the highest grossing indie game minecraft he too spent several years working for games and tech companies until he was able to start his own in 2009, self publishing 101 3 traits of successful indie authors - 2 successful indie authors don't envy or belittle the success of others they learn from it i have to remind myself of this all the time it's so easy to read the sample chapters of a book by an author who's made it big and sneer at the person's work you think my writing is so much better than this i guess she just got lucky, amazon pays 450 000 a year to this self published writer - authors don't need to be a success for amazon to succeed jack burroughs another self publisher and author of the two empires similarly hasn't seen much success selling around 50, how to stand out from the crowd an indie author's success - i picked up the phone to ask j'd for the secrets to his success as an indie author and about his seemingly effortless transition to being traditionally published three ways to stand out from the crowd there are approximately one million books published a year of those about 700 000 are indie self published said j'd, i'm a self publishing failure salon com - i was hoping to become the next indie success story a photo of the author i'm a self publishing failure many self published authors simply give the ebook version of their novel away in
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